SWASH COOL-CELL™

• Removes mineral
scale and stains from
algae to improve
airflow and system
efficiency
• Shortens cleaning
time, allowing for
adequate cleaning
between flocks or
groups even with tight
turnaround times
• Reduces drying time
between cycles,
keeping pads drier,
longer so they can
quickly return to full
cooling capacity
without developing
algae stains
• Odorless and
non-foaming, and can
be applied in one step,
once per flock or group

PROD U CT DATA S H EET
SWASH COOL-CELL™ improves airflow and extends the
life of evaporative cooling pads for poultry and livestock
producers. Cool cell pads are a costly investment, and pad
lifespan is often decreased due to mineral build-up and algae
stains, and rapid deterioration from continual cleaning. In
addition, dirt and mineral build-up can increase utility bills
due to inefficient airflow. When added to clean sump water,
SWASH COOL-CELL™ works to extend the life
and maximize the efficiency of pads.

HOW IT WORKS

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

The SWASHCOOL-CELL™ formula contains three separate
agents that work as a multi-faceted, single application solution.

Precautions
Do not spray directly onto the cool cell pad.

Balances Water pH
Swash Cool-Cell binds carbonates to balance water
pH, allowing the chelating and dispersant agents in
the product to work more efficiently. pH buffering,
which occurs over 5-10 days depending on water
quality, is crucial since acidic water can destroy pads.

Keeps Minerals Bound and in Solution
Chelating agents bind minerals and iron, allowing
for easy removal of built-up mineral scale on pads
and preventing minerals from adhering to the filter
system.
Prevents Dust and Dirt Buildup
The dispersant in SWASHCOOL-CELL™ keeps dirt
and dust in solution, preventing it from penetrating
deep into the pad, while also working to evenly
distribute water over the pad for more even cooling
during operation and quicker drying between cycles.

Application Instructions
1. Turn off the water to the evaporative cooling system
and drain the system completely.
2. Turn water back on and refill with fresh water.
3. Add 1-gallon of SWASHCOOL-CELL™ for every 20-ft
of cool cell length directly into the trough reservoir.
4. Allow evaporative cooling system to run normally. The
system will self-clean as it cycles. If the house is empty,
manually run for 4-5 hours per day for 4-5 consecutive
days to clean the system.
5. After this initial cleaning, if the pads have residual dirt or
mineral scale, repeat steps 1-4.
SWASHCOOL-CELL™ is odorless and does not foam and hinder
airflow, and can be applied any time before or during the
production cycle to clean and maintain pads.

SWASHCOOL-CELL™ AREAS OF APPLICATION

At poultry and swine facilities, SWASHCOOL-CELL™ can be
added to fresh water in the cool cell sump at any time during
use or between production cycles to clean and then maintain
the pads.
“I am very pleased with SWASHCOOL-CELL™. It does a great job
of cleaning our cool cell pads and as a result, we have better water
coverage on the pads.”
Andy Darden
Darden Farms, Sampson County, NC
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30354 Tracy Road, Walbridge, OH 43465
888-858-4425 • JHswash.com
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